SOLUTION BRIEF

CLOUDCHECKR FOR
MICROSOFT AZURE
Microsoft Azure offers organizations intelligent, secure public cloud capabilities to innovate solutions
at scale. The integrated tools and services within the Azure cloud platform provide enterprises, CSPs,
resellers, and government agencies potential for increased agility and operational efficiency across IT and
DevOps.
However, to effectively manage and optimize their cloud investment, organizations need a comprehensive
governance solution to gain visibility into their cloud infrastructure. From departmental cost management
all the way into enterprise-wide expense control, to security and compliance, and resource utilization
paired with inventory usage trends—cloud management is essential.
CloudCheckr is a unified cloud governance solution for Microsoft Azure. Our sophisticated cloud
management platform offers control and clarity for leading organizations to manage and optimize
their public cloud investments. CloudCheckr offers a single pane-of-glass view of critical inventory and
utilization activities to manage and reduce expenses, with intelligent insights to allocate and optimize
costs effectively. Security monitoring ensures your Azure cloud stays safe and compliant while you grow.
CloudCheckr’s customizable reporting and alerts give organizations the visibility they need to manage
cost, inventory, and utilization within their Azure environment. With deeper intelligence across cloud
infrastructure, organizations can turn insight into action to confidently scale their environment.

CloudCheckr is available on the Microsoft Azure Marketplace and supports
Azure Government and CSP account types.
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CloudCheckr for Azure Capabilities

Cost Management
›› Monthly savings report
›› Right sizing for virtual machines, App Service
Plans, SQL databases and Redis Caches
›› Customizable daily or monthly budget alerts
›› Historical monthly summary for budget
projections
Invoicing & Billing
›› Office 365 and Azure billing
›› Custom charges and usage reports
››

Automated invoice generation

Inventory Utilization
›› Unified usage analytics from Virtual Machine,
Storage, SQL, and Traffic Manager
›› Track Office 365 Licenses, Sharepoint, Users,
Mailboxes, OneDrive, Skype, Teams and
Yammer
›› Advanced grouping and filtering by resource
tags
Change Monitoring
›› Daily snapshots and audits across core
Azure services
›› Rich reports and alerts to optimize resource
management


Actionable insights to manage
your Azure environment.

Security Monitoring
›› Dozens of automated Security Best
Practice Checks, integrated with Azure
Security Center
›› Configuration and activity monitoring
›› Continuous assessments across security
groups

Start your free trial at CloudCheckr.com/GetStarted

About CloudCheckr
CloudCheckr unifies multiple public cloud investments into one comprehensive platform for
complete IaaS management and governance. With customizable dashboard alerts and reporting,
CloudCheckr offers the complete solution to make the most of your cloud investment.
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